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Much attention has been drawn to the recent discoveries by the Advanced Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) of merging intermediate mass black holes. Of particular
interest is the possibility that the merger events detected could be evidence of dark matter in the form
of primordial black holes (PBHs). It has been argued that the presence of many black holes would
effect the thermal and ionization history of the universe via their accretion of matter which would
have strong signatures in the Cosmic Microwave Background’s (CMB) power spectra evident in the
damping of anisotropies and change in low-l polarization power. In general the accretion is quite
sensitive to the specific physics involved and the conditions of the early universe. In this work, we
take a minimal approach and find constraints on PBHs not including the model dependent effects of
nonlinear structure of formation or transition between different accretion models which would work
to increase the effect. In addition, we include the relative velocity between dark matter and baryonic
matter including the effects of supersonic streaming at high redshift which work to significantly
reduce the constraining power. We also examine the constraints on more astrophysically-motivated
extended black hole mass functions and discuss how mergers might effect this distribution. We find
constraints on PBHs in the range ≈ 30M, finding that they could not compose more than 10% of
the total dark matter content.
I. INTRODUCTION
The formation of primordial black holes (PBHs) is a
common feature in many theories of early universe, both
with [1–3] and without [4, 5] inflation. PBHs above
10−19M would be sufficiently massive to not evaporate
via Hawking radiation by the present day and they have
been a dark matter candidate for some time [6]. The
recent detection of merging ∼ 30M black holes from
the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) has added significant new interest
in this possibility due to the seemingly high merger rates
indicative of a large population in this mass range [7–10].
Over the past decades, various studies have found con-
straints on the mass of PBHs over a broad range using
a variety of astrophysical probes [11, 12]. Of particu-
lar note in the LIGO mass range has been the surveys
of the MACHO [13] and EROS teams [14] which have
used searches for micro-lensing events in the Local Group
to constrain number of black holes in the galactic halo.
More recently, constraints from dynamical friction within
ultra faint galaxies have excluded a broad range of po-
tential PBH parameter space[15]. Going forward, new
detection techniques from pulsar timing [16], lensing of
fast radio bursts [17], and disruption of wide binaries [18]
may further solidify constraints.
All probes have some model-dependency and even the
more well-tested constraints could be weaker than usually
presented. In the case of microlensing studies, it has been
argued that the rate of events is sensitive to the specific
dark matter profile of the Milky Way[19]. Similarly, [15]
admits that the dwarf galaxy heating constraints could
be weaker if there happens to be an otherwise undetected
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intermediate (104M) black hole stabilizing the system
and providing binding energy. This is not to suggest
a fundamental concern with any given technique, but to
motivate the interest in exploring additional independent
probes to be more confident of existing constraints.
Similarly, it is important to examine the effects of
extended mass functions on constraints [20]. As most
probes have a characteristic mass scale of sensitivity, it is
useful to understand the constraining power both within
and outside this range. As many astrophysical motivated
mechanisms for PBH formation expect an extended dis-
tribution for the black hole mass, it is natural to constrain
these types of models as well [12].
As noted by [21], a large population of sufficiently mas-
sive accreting PBHs would create significant changes in
the CMB, both in terms of anisotropies and spectral dis-
tortions. Using WMAP3 and FIRAS data, strong con-
straints were found in the mass range of 1M < Mpbh <
108M. Later work has suggested weaker spectral dis-
tortion constraints [10], and, as noted by [8], both these
constraints depend significantly on particular assumed
gas physics around the PBHs and the formation of large
scale structure in the early universe. Of particular note
is the effect of relative velocity between dark matter and
baryonic matter [22] which works to suppress creation of
accretion zones around black holes at high redshift.
In addition, since the work of [21], there has been new
understanding of the effect of energy deposition in the
ionization fraction and thermal history of the universe
coming from interest in dark matter annihilation and de-
cay models [23, 24] which hasn’t yet been applied to black
hole accretion’s effects on the Intergalactic Medium.
In this work we revisit the CMB constraints on pri-
mordial black holes taking a conservative approach in the
dynamics of the accretion. In particular, we will assume
no particular nonlinear large scale structure history and
an inefficient accretion model with realistic energy de-
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2position into the IGM. In Section II, we will introduce
our black hole accretion model, which is a limiting case
of that discussed in [21], and our mass functions under
consideration. In Section III, we discuss our energy de-
position and ionization model with particular focus on
its differences to those discussed in [21, 25]. In Section
IV, we discuss the effect on the CMB of the change in
ionization history and the parts of the CMB power spec-
tra driving our constraints. In Section V, we discuss our
results and their implications on constraints on PBHs.
II. PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLE PHYSICS
A. Accretion Physics
The two main regimes of accretion are spherical ac-
cretion (aka Bondi accretion [26]) and disk accretion.
These two regimes are distinguished by the angular ve-
locity of the incoming gas which, in general, depends on
many nonlinear effects around the black hole environ-
ment. However, as discussed in [27], in all regimes spher-
ical accretion will be less efficient due to feedback effects
of thermal pressure within the gas envelope around the
black hole. We will assume all accretion is in the spheri-
cal regime to provide a firm lower bound. We will often
work in terms of the Eddington Mass Rate and Luminos-
ity, defined as
LEd ≡1.3× 1038(M˙pbh/M) erg s−1, (1a)
MEd ≡LEd/c2 = 1.44× 1017(Mpbh/M) g s−1, (1b)
As discussed in [21, 27] the luminosity outflow, L, of a
primordial black hole is proportional to the square of the
dimensionless mass inflow m˙ = M˙/ ˙MEd.
L =0.011m˙2LEd, (2a)
In the limit that primordial black holes dominate the
dark matter distribution, we can find the mass infall rate
as
m˙ = (1.8×10−3λ)
(
1 + z
1000
)3(
Mpbh
1M
)(
veff
5.74 km s−1
)−3
,
(3)
where the prefactor λ depends on the gas viscosity and
is defined as in [27] (section 3.5) and veff is the effective
gas velocity, depending on the relative velocity between
dark matter and bayrons 〈Vrel〉 and the sound speed of
the gas cs. This relative velocity terms requires some
care due to the delay in decoupling between dark matter
and baryons which works to create fast baryonic flows,
so callled “supersonic streams,” in the dark matter [22,
28]. The relative velocities Vrel of the baryon and dark
matter distributions can be found in fourier space by
Vrel(k, z) =
kˆ
ik
(θcdm(k, z)− θbar(k, z)), (4)
where kˆ is the unit vector and θ is the velocity diver-
gence. The divergence terms are computed using the
Boltzmann code CLASS [29] and the average relative ve-
locity is found by
〈V 2rel(~x)〉 =
∫
dk
k
∆2ζ(k)
[
θb(k)− θc(k)
k
]2
, (5)
where ∆2ζ(k) = 2.42 × 10−9 is the initial curvature
perturbation variance per ln k. For a Planck Cosmol-
ogy at recombination, we find 〈Vrel(~x)〉 ≈ 31 km s−1.
This velocity term is significantly higher than that found
in [21] which didn’t account for differential decoupling
time, finding a relative velocity of 〈Vrel(~x)〉 ≈ 3 km s−1
at recombination. We label the later case the “no su-
personic streaming" case to show the relative effects on
constraints.
Again following [27], defining the “cosmic Mach num-
ber" as Kpbh ≡ 〈Vrel〉/cs we have
〈veff 〉 ≈
cs
[
16√
2pi
K3pbh
] 1
6
for Kpbh > 1,
cs(1 +K2pbh)
1
2 for Kpbh < 1.
(6)
For the range of Mpbh and veff under consideration,
m˙ < 0.1 meaning the luminosity of a given PBH would
be sub-Eddington.
In order to understand the effects of this energy source
on the thermal history of the universe, we need to model
the output spectra of the accretion zone. The specific
case of Bondi accretion was studied in [30], showing that
the spectrum is νLν ∝ ν0.5 with an exponential cutoff at
νcut ∼ 5 × 105 eV. Like the results found for lower red-
shift quasars, this spectrum is ionizing and also deeply
penetrating and we expect to see similar outside-in ion-
ization patterns as found in [31] so we can largely ignore
the specific optical properties of the accretion halo.
The heat of an accreting black hole will create an out-
ward pressure on the surrounding mass, reducing the
matter infall rate temporarily until the matter cools and
the pressure decreases. The effect is controlled by the
duty cycle parameter, fduty of the black hole. However,
[32] has argued via scaling arguments that the duty cy-
cle should be roughly equal to one for black holes in the
mass range 1M < M < 100M. This result is also sup-
ported by simulations by [27]. With this wide range in
mind, we present our constraints in terms of fduty and
use a fiducial value fduty = 1.0 for Mpbh < 100M. In
general fduty will be sensitive to turbulent gas physics
around the black hole and studies (both simulations and
observations) [33–36] have found rates ranging from 2%
to 33% for supermassive black holes, like those power-
ing quasars. We use a conservative value of fduty = 0.02
for constraints involving mass functions extending into
M > 100M.
3B. Other effects
A natural question to consider is how the growth of
structure would effect these results. There have been ar-
guments suggesting that PBHs frequently form binary
systems or clump in small compact halos [37, 38]. While
this was considered in [21], the results depend signifi-
cantly on the specifics of the structure of formation and
the mechanics of black hole accretion. Formation of halos
at high redshift and effect on relative velocity was stud-
ied in [39]. The formation of halo structure was found
to increase the relative velocity at late times. However,
as discussed in [21], the formation of dark matter ha-
los will change the dynamics of the black hole accretion
zones and change the accretion mechanism to disk-like
accretion, which is more luminous and can approach the
Eddington limit.
Similarly, mergers of black holes during the cosmic
dark ages will result in a skewing of the primordial black
hole distribution to higher masses which have proportion-
ally higher luminosity since l ∝M2pbh. The exact rate of
black hole mergers during this era depends on the initial
conditions of the PBHs which will determine the forma-
tion of early binaries [40, 41] and how early clusters form
[22]. We leave a more detailed analysis of the merger rate
during this time-period to future work.
Other effects to consider include perturbative effects
of magnetic fields and cosmic ray production inside the
accretion zone. These effects have been shown to be small
and primarily would increase accretion rate [27, 42].
C. Mass Functions
For our analysis, we will consider two black hole mass
functions [43]. To make contact with existing constraints,
our “baseline” model will use the familiar delta func-
tion used in most constraints so far. This function is
parametrized by the fraction fpbh = Ωpbh/Ωcdm and the
location of the peak Mpbh. However, there is no par-
ticular reason to believe the PBH mass function should
be so focused, and there are various physical reasons to
believe that primordial black holes would follow an ex-
tended spectrum [44]. Following the dynamic and weak
lensing constraint of [20], for our “extended” mass func-
tion use a form;
dn
dm
= N exp
(
(logM − logMc)2
2σ2pbh
)
, (7)
where N is a normalization constant, σpbh is a distri-
bution of masses, and Mc is the peak of the distribu-
tion. This form is particularly interesting as it is able to
capture most of the behavior of PBH distributions aris-
ing from axion-curvaton and running-mass inflation [20].
For the purpose of our analysis to keep our parameter
space reasonable, we will look only at this model where
fpbh = 1. While these model have been ruled out by the
analysis of [20], we revisit it to demonstrate the relative
constraining power of the CMB analysis.
As discussed in [12], it should be possible to construct
constraints for any given extended mass function from
a dirac delta mass function constraint through use of
weighting of the appropriate mass bins. However, as
mentioned in [20], this method seems to systematically
underestimate constraints due to edge effects of given
bins. Even if these differences are small, it might be use-
ful to consider the effect of extended mass functions if
one wants to understand the evolution of the mass func-
tion and compare constraints originating from different
redshifts.
III. IGM AND IONIZATION HISTORY
The IGM’s ionization history is parametrized by the
Thomson scattering optical depth defined by
τ(z, z0) =
∫ t(z0)
t(z)
neσT cdt
′, (8)
where ne is the number density of free electrons at time
t′, σT is the electron-photon scattering cross-section, and
t(z) is the time at redshift z. As the number density
changes with cosmic expansion, it is often easier to work
in terms of the ionization fraction, xe(z) ≡ ne(z)/nH(z),
where nH(z) is the hydrogen number density. Depending
on the recombination/reionization model, this fraction
will range from 10−4 to a bit above 1 (indicative of ion-
ization of helium in addition to hydrogen).
A. Energy Deposition and Ionization
In general, energy from the accreting black holes will
not be deposited immediately from the source into the
IGM (i.e. "on the spot") as the optical depth during
the cosmic dark ages is low. We can write the energy
deposited from a given emitted wavelength, νz, at a given
redshift as;
d2EtotνL (z0)
dV dν
=
∫ z0
zol
dz
d3Eνz(z)
dV dνdt
e−τ(z,z0)
dt
dz
. (9)
The energy deposited in the IGM at a given redshift z
will go into both heating and ionization. The physics be-
hind how this deposition has been a topic of recent study
due to its implications in constraining dark matter anni-
hilation and decay [23, 45]. Here we briefly summarize
the results of these works.
We indicate the fraction of energy deposited going into
heating of the intergalactic medium as gh and that going
into ionization gion, which can be further broken down
into energy used to excite helium, gHe and hydrogen, gH .
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Figure 1. Effects of PBH on cosmic ionization and tempera-
ture history, as computed by CLASS.
We can write the heating rate (dTm/dt) from the Pri-
mordial Black Hole accretion as
dTM
dt
∣∣∣∣
heat
=
2
3
gh(z)
NH[1 + fHe + xe]
dEd
dt
∣∣∣∣
PBH
. (10)
where NH is the total number of hydrogen nuclei, and
fHe is the number of helium nuclei relative to the number
of hydrogen nuclei. We have gion(z) = gHion(z) + g
He
ion(z),
where gHion(z) and g
He
ion(z) are the partial contributions of
hydrogen and helium, respectively.
We can relate the ionization energy deposited at a
given redshift to the number density of hydrogen atoms
in a given ionization state [46]. For hydrogen and helium,
with relative fraction fHE, one has,
dNH i1s
dt
∣∣∣∣
i
= − 1
1 + fHe
gHion(z)
EH iion
dEd
dt
∣∣∣∣
PBH
(11a)
dNHe i1s
dt
∣∣∣∣
i
= − fHe
1 + fHe
gHeion(z)
EHe iion
dEd
dt
∣∣∣∣
PBH
, (11b)
where EH iion = 13.6 eV and E
He i
ion = 24.6 eV are the ioniza-
tion potentials of hydrogen and helium, respectively. The
coefficients g have been found by [23] and implemented
in our Boltzmann solver code, CLASS.
This simple approach provides a strict lower-bound to
the ionization fraction created by primordial black hole
accretion. It is possible that a combination of lower en-
ergy photons can lead to additional ionization fraction
through successive excitations.
Other works that have studied the effect of primor-
dial black holes on ionization history [21, 25] find much
stronger effects at re-ionization. These works model the
structure of formation and find that the accretion rate
would increase dramatically at late times resulting in
early reionization. As shown in Figure 1, our results fol-
low a different behavior and we find no particular change
in the re-ionization history except at very high black hole
mass. As discussed in Section II B, the exact behavior of
the dark matter halos is model dependent but would act
to increase energy output and thereby increase ioniza-
tion fraction. We can therefore use our model as a strict
lower-bound on the ionization caused by PBHs.
B. Effects of Ionization History on CMB
Powerspectra
The effect of ionization history was originally discussed
in [47] and further developed in [48]. There are two main
effects; (a) damping of anisotropy and (b) low-l polariza-
tion effects.
(a) Ionized regions have free-electrons which Thomson-
scatter CMB photons. We expect a damping of the tem-
perature proportional to e−τ for all scales smaller than
the horizon size. In general this effect is highly degener-
ate with the amplitude of the primordial power spectra,
As.
(b) Change in low l polarization; scattered radiation
from a free electrons in a quadrupole radiation field will
be linearly polarized. This will induce an increase in
power at the l associated with the horizon size at that
given red-shift. In the context of reionization, this signal
is sometimes referred to as the reionization “bump.” As
this signal will be at l < 30, it is noisy due to foregrounds
and inherit limits from cosmic variance.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM CMB ANALYSIS
A. Overview of Model
To briefly summarize assumptions going into our
model:
(a) all accretion is spherically symmetric (i.e. Bondi
accretion);
(b) do not include any electromagnetic perturbative ef-
fects in the accretion zone;
(c) no growth of structure or formation of halos around
the primordial black holes;
(d) no mergers of black holes or growth of the black
holes via accretion;
(e) no on-the-spot approximation, allowing energy to
emitted at a given redshift to be absorbed at a lower
redshift.
5Weakening any of these assumptions would lead to
increased energy output of the PBHs, increased ioniza-
tion fraction, and larger effects on the Cosmic Microwave
Background.
B. Analysis
We implement our Boltzmann code into CLASS [29,
49], using Cosmo++ [50] with the MultiNest algorithm
[51] to perform a maximum likelihood analysis over our
parameter space. We vary the standard ΛCDM model,
(Ωb,Ωcdm, h, τ, As, ns), as well as a nuisance parameter of
Planck’s Amplitude, Aplanck, (with prior 1.000±0.0025),
in addition to our PBH distribution parameters, either
(fpbh,Mpbh) or (Mc, σ).
For our data we use Planck 2015 Plik likihood code
[52] in the TT spectrum up to lmax = 2508 and in the
TE and EE spectra up to lmax = 1996. We include the
effects of lensing using reconstruction from the SMICA
temperature and polarization maps. Low l polarization
data (l < 30) comes from WMAP9 analysis as the Planck
HFI results [53] were not publicly available as of the
preparation of this paper. This dataset and associated
lollipop (the LOw-` LIkelihood on POlarized Power-
spectra) analysis code would be useful in helping con-
strain ionization history of the universe as discussed in
Section III B.
We also include large scale structure data from
bayronic acoustic oscillations, by including 6dFGS,
SDSS-MGS and BOSS- LOWZ BAO measurements of
DV/rdrag and the CMASS-DR11 anisotropic BAO mea-
surements via the implementation in Cosmo++ [52].
While this data-set doesn’t get directly affected by
changes in ionization history, it provides an independent
probe of cosmological parameters and it helps break some
of the degeneracies that affect the CMB powerspectrum.
[54]
One of the aspects of the ΛCDM model is the degener-
acy between optical depth to the CMB, τ , the primordial
power spectrum amplitude, As, and spectral index, ns.
A dataset that could help break this degeneracy is cluster
mass which provides a direct probe of local σ8 which is
affected by As and ns but not by τ . However, these clus-
ter mass measurements are very sensitive to gas physics
within the cluster and have high uncertainty [55, 56].
Due to this uncertainty, we do not not use this data-set
in this work but do note that this would be an interesting
avenue to pursue in future work.
V. DISCUSSION
In Figure 2, we show the two sigma constraints on the
primordial black holes under the baseline model and in
Figure 3 we show the two sigma constraints on an ex-
tended mass function. We find that the LIGO-detection
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log(MPBH/M¯ )
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EROS + MACHO
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Figure 2. Comparison of constraints of this work (Planck)
with those from [21] (WMAP), the EROS+MACHO mi-
crolensing survey [57], and the heating of Ultra Faint Dwarf
Galaxies [15]. We show constraints including and not includ-
ing the effect of supersonic streaming (SS). For the Dwarf
Galaxy constraint, we show the constraint from the Eridanus
II cluster assume an age of 3 Gyr.
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Figure 3. Comparison of constraints of this work (Planck)
with those from [20] using data from the EROS+MACHO
microlensing survey [57], and the heating of Ultra Faint Dwarf
Galaxies [15].
mass range (log (M/M) ≈ 1.5) is ruled out as the pri-
mary component of dark matter both with and without
supersonic streaming. However, it is important to note
that supersonic streaming works to significantly reduce
the constraints found in [21, 25] due to the strong depen-
dence of the PBH luminosity on the relative velocity.
This constraint is consistent with those found by mi-
crolensing [14, 57] and dynamic heating constraints [15].
While microlensing constraints have been able to rule out
30M black holes with upper bound fpbh ≈ 0.5 and dy-
namic heating finding an upper bound of fpbh ≈ 0.2, the
CMB constraints extends this constraint, finding upper
limits of fpbh = .09.
6Including structure of formation should mildly increase
constraints on primordial black holes due to strong sig-
nals at low-l in polarization coming from a long-duration
reionization event. The constraining power of current
CMB measurements on this area is somewhat limited,
with some models [58] favoring a long re-ionization period
at significant statistical significance. Recent measure-
ments using Planck High Frequency Instrument might
help shed additional constraints on this area [53], with
findings suggesting a sharp reionization transition (∆z <
6.8 at 95%). It seems likely that a new analysis with this
dataset would strongly disfavor any PBH model which
effects re-ionization history.
It is also possible that other cosmological probes might
be able to detect signals of ionization at high redshift
and constrain ionization caused by primordial black hole
accretion. Of particular interest is 21cm measurements
which show promise in constraining the ionization frac-
tion out to z = 20 [59, 60]. It is also likely that upcoming
CMB spectroscopy, such as the PIXIE [61] or PRISM [62]
experiments, would further restrict the parameter space
of PBHs via their spectral distortion [21].
A natural question to ask is whether it is possible
that an allowed population of primordial black holes
from recombination could have evolved through merg-
ers or accretion into the LIGO mass-range. Even in
more accretion favorable models discussed in [21], m˙ is
only of order ∼ 0.0001 at maximum for a solar mass
black hole, corresponding to a total mass accretion of
(∆t)m˙M˙Eddington = 10
−4M. In the model considered
in this paper, the net mass change due to accretion from
recombination till today is significantly smaller, 10−8M.
Similarly, order of magnitude calculations done by
[8, 9] suggest extremely small merger rates of PBHs
of <1000 Gpc−3 yr−1. This is vanishingly small com-
pared to the number density of dark matter PBHs of
∼ 1019M/Mpbh Gpc−3. Even with the large population
of early-forming binary PBH pairs predicted by [40], it
will require multiple merger events per black hole to get
a significant population of 30M PBHs.
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